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TRAINING PROGRAM FOR INDIVIDUALS/TEAMS
A ‘Positive Personality Development’ Program

2+ DAYS, OUTDOOR
3

3

PLAYING YES + RUBIK + P

3

Who (Potential Participants)
Business owners, leaders, senior management personnel, working professionals in service/business, home makers, youth, teenagers.

Why (Purpose)
Your Exciting Success - YES depends significantly on your ability (talent) and attitude (character) to See, Set, Score (S x S x S = S3) your goals. P3 is Positive
Passionate Personality. Individuals and teams often have an abundance of energy, enthusiasm, potential and ambition. Yet the struggle is often to find purpose
and direction. The hurdles are often a lack of talent or attitude or both. A simple to deploy framework, that can achieve synergy between talent and attitude,
can deliver extreme value, throughout life, for every individuals/teams exciting success. The Rubik’s cube, invented about 40 years ago, is the invention of Ernő
Rubik, a Hungarian architect and sculptor. Solving it means overcoming the complexity posed by its quintillions of permutations, equivalent to standard sized
cubes, covering the earth’s surface, 275 times over! The sense of accomplishment is overwhelming for most people. This purpose of this program is to inspire
and guide you to mould yourself from what you are, to what you can be, understand and acquire that exciting framework – YES3 & be able to solve the Rubik3.

How (Process)
Interactively playing YES3+RUBIK3+P3! The program is specifically designed to deliver YES3 - an effective framework and guide for participants to achieve synergy
between talent and attitude. The immense value of patience, persistence, process, practice and play gets effectively demonstrated live, while playing and solving
the Rubik3. Participants relate this with life’s exponentially more unpredictable permutations, and better value YES3. Playing P3 is about creative examples and
learning’s related to behaviour, listening intently, speaking expressively, lateral thinking, and stress management. The experience will inspire you into being a P3!

Value (Benefits)
This program will serve as a catalyst for your achieving YES, be able to solve the Rubik3 as well as become a P3! By experiencing this interactive program you will:
Gain insights about ego and attitude; open your mind to appreciate varied views and let your opinions evolve flexibly.
Wisely relate to success, failure, power, process, time, money, resources, and understand what really counts.
Learn to assess and filter your needs and wants, use visualization techniques to see your goals clearly.
Learn techniques to assess your own values, to prevent future conflicts between values and goals, saving precious time and resources.
Learn how to set harmonious goals that are measurable, rewarding and realistic.
Understand the importance of strategies, tactics, and finally having the conviction to commit to scoring your goals.
Develop sharper mental reflexes by exercising your brain and improving your spatial awareness, Recharge/regenerate brain cells - new neurons alive!
Understanding behavior styles (own and others) for effective response
Improve communications through effective observation, listening, passionately speaking and expressive body language
Learn to manage stress effectively as well as embrace change positively

Investment (Program Fee)*

FOR QUERIES / PARTICIPATION eMAIL / CALL

INR 7000/-, per person. For group and student discounts, please check with us.

suniltatkar@valurevolution.com / Phone +91.90043.58965

About Value GO?AL!

*We strive to keep our program fee affordable, taking inspiration from the attitude of one of India’s brightest scientists who struggled to overcome a difficult childhood and achieved
his exciting success. He propagated enabling radical social transformation by delivering more (extreme value), from less (ultra low cost means) for more (people to afford and benefit).
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